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Relationships
betweenmicrostructureand compositionin enargiteand luzonite
MrnAr-v P6sn.qlx lNn PnrBn R. Busncx
Departmentof Geology and Chemistry, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287-1404,U.S.A.

Ansrnacr
Cu.(As,Sb)Sominerals commonly contain structurally disorderedcrystals of intergrown
enargite and the luzonite-famatinite series (P6sfai and Sundberg 1998). Here we discuss
the relationshipsbetween the fine-scale structural variations and the Sb/As ratios of these
minerals. Although luzonite typically contains more Sb than enargite,individual layers of
luzonite within Sb-bearing enargite are not associatedwith higher Sb/As ratios. Defectfree enargite can also contain Sb. We develop a "structure-composition" diagram in which
both the structural enargite-luzoniteand the compositional luzonite-famatinite solid solutions can be represented.Compositions plotted in this diagram reveal that Sb-bearingenargite and luzonite contain only a relatively small number of defects, whereas Sb-free
crystals can be heavily disordered. Coexisting enargite and famatinite and zoning in luzonite-famatinite indicate fluctuations in the Sb-contentof the fluid during ore deposition.
On the other hand, assemblagesof Sb-free enargite and luzonite probably reflect thermal
oscillations; heavily disordered,intermediate structuresmay have formed near the transition temperatureof low-temperatureluzonite to high-temperatureenargite.Our results suggest that characteristicmicrostructuresin enargite, luzonite, and famatinite can be useful
for constraining fluid composition and temperatureduring ore deposition.

Phaserelationshipsbetween enargite and the luzonite'C were establishedby studfamatinite seriesabove 350
ies of the Cu-As-S (Skinner 1960; Maske and Skinner
1971), Cu-Sb-S (Skinner et al. 1972), and Cu-As-Sb-S
(Feiss 1974; Luce et al. 1977i,Kanazav'ra1984; Sugaki et
al. 1982) systems;however, phase relations below -350
"C remain largely unknown. Luce et al. (1971) and Sugaki et al. (1982) emphasizedthe difficulties ofobtaining
structurally and chemically homogeneousphasesbelow
400'C. According to Skinner (1960), luzonite is the lowtemperatureform of Cu.AsSo;the inversion temperature
'C (Maske and
is estimated to lie between 280 and 300
Skinner 1971) (Fig. 1). These studies indicate that above
-280 "C and on the micrometer scale (as determinedby
optical microscopy) the formation of either enargite or
luzonite-famatinite is determined by the Sb/As ratio of
the fluid (Fig. 1). It is not clear, however, whether the Sb
content controls the formation of disorderedcrystals that
are structurally intermediatebetween enargite and the luzonite-famatinite series (P6sfai and Sundberg 1998).
The use of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) in combination with selected-area
electron diffraction (SAED) and energy-dispersiveX-ray
spectrometry (EDS) offers an opportunity to study structural and compositional features in enargite and luzonite
at a much finer scale than was possible with other methods. We studied interfaces at high resolution and deterthe averagestructuresand compositions of disormined
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INrnooucrrou
In a companion study (p6sfai and Sundberg 1998) we
show that enargite ani luzonite are intergrown on the
atomic scale. Some crystals are defect-free,whereasothers contain disorderedstacking sequencesof close-packed
layers. The correlation, if any, between the fini-scale
structuresand compositional variations is not known. Because such features also occur in other mineral groups,
the problem is of general interest.
Minerals with compositions of Cu.(As,Sb)S" include
enargite, luzonite, and famatinite. Enargite has an orthorhombic, hexagonalclose-packed(hcp) structure,whereas
luzonite and famatinite are the two end-membersof the
tetragonal, cubic close-packed(ccp) solid-solution series
between Cu.AsS" and CurSbS' respectively (Fleischer
and Mandarino 1995). Becauseenargite and luzonite differ only in the stacking sequenceof structurally and compositionally identical layers, they can be regarded as
polytypes.
Wet chemical and microprobe analyses of
Cu.(As,Sb)S*minerals (Gaines 1957:,L6vy 1967; Springer 1969; Sugaki et al. 1916) show that a continuoussolidsolution seriesexists between luzonite (CurAsSo)and famatinite (Cu.SbS"). When enargite and luzonite coexist,
the latter generally contains more Sb; for enargite. the
most Sb-rich composition was found to be Cu.Asorsborso
(Gaines 1957; Springer 1969).
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levels of resolution that are available using optical or microprobe and HRTEM methods.Our primary goal was to
reveal whether on a much smaller scale, as far down as
individual close-packedlayers, the formation of distinct
structural units (such as stacking defects)is controlled by
composition. The occurrence of two polytypes in the
same sample and the formation of heavily disordered
crystals are problems of broad mineralogical interest; the
results obtained from enargite and luzonite can be useful
for solving such problems.
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Frcunn 1. Temperature-composition diagram of the
join (en : enargite; luz : luzonitel fam :
Cu.AsSo-Cu.SbSo
famatinite). After Barton and Skinner (1967) and Feiss (1974),
and modified on the basis of data by Maske and Skinner (1971)
and Sugakiet al. (1982).
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ExpnnrnnnNrAI, METHoDS
We studied the same samplesdescribedby P6sfai and
Sundberg (1997). Ion-milled specimens were prepared
from enargite and luzonite individually and from boundary regions between them. Pieceswere ground to fit into
a 2 mm long, 0.5 mm wide slot in a 3 mm diameter Al
disk. Samples were glued into the slot with epoxy,
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Frcuno 2. (a) Low-magnification image of a coherent intergrowth of enargite and famatinite
with corresponding SAED patterns; typical EDS spectra obtained from (b) enargite and (c)
famatinite; (d) high-resolution
image of the interface; and (e)
Sb/As atomic ratios obtained from
the areas marked by white spots
in (a).
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The esticrystals,obtainedfrom EDS analyses.
nite-famatinite
Identicalsymis t3 molToCu.SbSo.
matederrorof measurement
crystalson
bolsindicatepairsof enargiteandluzonite-famatinite
the hcp
oppositesidesof interfaces.The dottedline separates
andccp structures.
layers parallel to the electron beam. For high-resolution
imaging we used a JEOL 4000EX microscope operated
at 400 kV acceleratingvoltage (C, : 1.0 mm), using a
top-entry, double-tilt (x,y : *25') goniometer stage.
Most analytical electron microscopy was done using a
200 kV JEOL 2000FX electron microscope equipped
with a Kevex X-ray detector.Spectrawere processedand
quantified using the Quantex program. K factors for Cu
and As were experimentally determined from Sb-free enargite and for Sb from chalcostibite (CuSbS,). For the
EDS analysesof single faults, a 200 kV Philips CM200

IT e t r a h e d r i t e

Frcunn 3. Intergrowthof enargiteand luzonite.The atoms
per formulaunit are shownfor As and Sb for both phases.A
structurally disorderedzone is marked "enJhtz." The arrow
showsthe assumed
directionof crystalgrowth(seeDiscussion).
ground, and ion-milled. The slotted Al supports were
used to avoid the contribution of X-rays from the Cu
grids in EDS spectraand to maximize the arcauseful for
TEM studies.We also studied crushed specimensto detect potential changescausedby ion milling.
Most results presentedhere were obtained from five
ion-milled samples that were prepared from one hand
specimenof enargite ore. We also studied ion-milled and
crushed TEM samples from other hand specimensfrom
the Recsk mine and from Mankayan (Philippines), Quiruvilca (Peru), and Cosihuiriachic (Mexico). All showed
features similar to those from Recsk.
All SAED patterns and electron micrographs here are
from crystals that were aligned with their close-packed

Frcunn 5. Intergrowths between enargite and Mn-bearing
tetrahedrite The interface is parallel to the close-packed layers
in (a) and irregular in (b). The white arrow in (b) marks a stacking fault in enargite.Both imageswere obtainedwith the electron
beam parallel to [20] of enargite and [10] of tetrahedrite.
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FEG electron microscopewas used that producesan electron beam that has a diameter as small as 2 nm. In many
casesthe same sample areaswere studied with more than
one instrument so that both high-resolution images and
EDS spectrawould be available.
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Analysesof interfaces
Structural and chemical boundaries (enargite and
luzonite-famatinite). We collected EDS spectra (at the
white spots in Fig. 2a) near boundariesbetween enargite
and luzonite-famatinite.For analysesEl and F3, the electron beam was positioned as close to the boundary as
possible while still keeping it within one phase. X-ray
spectraof the two minerals (Figs. 2b and 2c) show large
differences in the As and Sb peaks but are otherwise
identical. The inserted SAED patternsin Figure 2areveal
that the two minerals are intergrown along their closepackedplanes [(002) in enargite and (112) in famatinite].
The HRTEM image in Figure 2d. and the Sb/As ratios
(Fig. 2e) indicate an abrupt change at the boundary; neither a structurally nor a chemically intermediate region
between enargite and famatinite is present.Apart from a
few stacking faults, bo*r minerals have ordered sfructures.
Another interface between enargite and luzonite (Fig.
3) shows a structurally disorderedtransition zone (marked
"en[uz") that has the same composition as the luzonite.
The sharpchemical boundary occurs approximatelyat the
lower white line. The compositions of coexisting pairs of
enargite and luzonite-famatinite crystals that were analyzed on opposite sides of interfaces (at increasing distances from the border) are plotted in Figure 4 (including
data from the boundaries shown in Figures 2 and 3 and
from t}ree other interfaces). In all these intergrowths
(001)", is parallel to (ll2),"..
Interfaces between enargite and Mn-bearing tetrahedrite occur in many places; becausesuch boundariesare
similar to thosebetweenenargiteand luzonite, we discuss
them here. Some are parallel to the close-packedplanes
of enargite and tetrahedrite(Fig. 5a). In other places the
boundry is irregular (Fig. 5b), the close-packed (002)
planes of enargite continue across the interface grading
into the close-packed (222) planes of tetrahedrite. In
both intergrowths an abrupt change occurs in the Sb/As
ratio from low-Sb enargite to high-Sb tetrahedrite.The
average formula of the tetrahedrite crystals is about
Cu,o.Mn,oSbr.As,rS,r,which is within the compositional
range of other natural (Basu et al. 1984) and synthetic
(Makovicky and Karup-Mgller 1994) Mn-bearing
tetrahedrites.
Chemical boundaries without structural changes
(zoned luzonite). Many crystals from Recsk that have the
ccp luzonite-famatinite structure exhibit chemical zoning
if they contain Sb. Compositionsobtained along the edge
of a large (-20 pm long) luzonite crystal show three
zones that have markedly different Sb/As ratios (A, B,
and C in Fig. 6) but identical SAED patterns. Zone
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Frcunr 6. Compositions
obtainedfrom a zonedluzonite-famatinitecrystal.A, B, andC markthreezonesthat differ in their
Sb/Asratios.
boundaries could be detected primarily on the basis of
EDS spectra;only a slight contrast change is evident in
the electron micrographs, indicating that the structure
doesnot changeacrossthe chemical boundaries.No gradual transition between low- and high-Sb zones can be
observed when a 20 nm electron beam is used for the
analyses;i.e., whereasthe Sb/As ratio is almost constant
within zones that are several micrometers thick, it can
change by as much as 0.2 within as short a distance as
about 20 nm (or possibly even less).
The S/(Cu+As+Sb) ratios in Figure 6 are consistently
higher than 1, the value for stoichiometric luzonite. In
general,our EDS analysesindicatevariableS(Cu+As+Sb)
ratios for both hcp and ccp crystals. Becausesuch deviations from stoichiometric values depend strongly on the
crystallographic orientation of the analyzedgrain, we interpret them as resulting from channeling effects (for an
explanation of electron channeling and its effect on analyses seeBuseck and Self 1992). Sb and As atoms occupy
the same crystallographic positions in both enargite and
luzonite, thus their relative concentrationsobtained from
EDS spectraare unaffected by channeling.
Structural boundaries without chemical change (Sbfree enargite/luzonite). Crystals with strongly disordered
stackings of close-packedlayers occur in enargite and
luzonite (P6sfai and Sundberg 1998). The SAED patterns
in Figure 7 representthe large variety of structuresthat
occur within an area several micrometers across.In Figure Ja the enargite reflections are broad; strong diffuse
scatteringconnectsthem along [001]*. Based on a count
of hcp and ccp layers in the correspondinghigh-resolution image (not shown here), the averagestructureof this
crystal is about 70Vo enargite,30Voluzontte. The pattern
in Figure 7b shows a luzonite crystal that is heavily disorderedalong one [112]*type direction. The faint diffuse
scatteringalong two setsof reciprocal lattice rows in Figure 7c indicates that this crystal has a low density of
stacking faults along both (1 12)-type setsof close-packed
planes that are seen edge-on in this orientation. An ordered luzonite crystal is shown in Figure 7d.
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Variations of the average structure are apparent in the
low-magnification image of Figure 8. We can regard this
area as consisting of five crystals, marked I, II, m, IV,
and V. All have their [110] zone axis parallel to the electron beam, and most of their boundaries are stepped or
straight twin planes. Becausethe angle between the two
'72"
inluzontte, the orientwin planes(112) and (112) is
tational relationshipsbetween the five crystals result in a
fivefold symmetry of the ten ll2-type reflections around
000; these ten reflections are marked by arrows in the
inserted SAED pattern. Areas can be distinguished that
have (A) almost fault-free luzonite structure; (B) slightly
disordered luzonite structure with intersecting faults and
twins; (C) a low density of stacking faults along one
(ll2)-type plane; and (D) heavily disordered structures
along one direction. In some crystals, sharp boundaries
occur between ordered luzonite and heavily disordered
areas that have structures closer to enargite than to luzonire (Fig. 9).
All the crystals from which we obtained the SAED
patterns and electron micrographs in Figures l, 8, and 9
are free of Sb. All heavily disordered crystals, such as
the one in the lower part of Figure 9, are Cu.AsSr.
Analysesof defects

Stacking defects in enargite can be interpreted as individual layers of luzonite and vice versa. In Figure 10a
the matrix is a luzonite crystal that contains a three-layer
{
twin; at the twin boundariesthe ABA and CBC sequences
result in (Cu+As+Sb)*S layers at the B positionsthat
are in a hcp environment. Likewise, a single stacking
in an enargite crystal (Fig. 10b) results in an ABC
fault
t
stackingsequencein which the (Cu+As+Sb)+S layer at
the B position is in a local ccp environment.
Becauseenargite and famatinite having widely different Sb/As ratios can be intergrown, we hypothesizethat
t
such intergrowths can also occur on the scale of individual defects. If hcp and ccp layers have different compositions, the number of defects in a disordered crystal
*
could determine the total composition; the disordered
crystals could then be regarded as belonging to a polysomatic series that has Sb-free (or low-Sb) enargite and
high-Sb famatinite as the two end-members.Similar polysomatic trends were suggestedfor biotite by Baronnet
C
(1992\.
I
To determinewhether ccp layers in an enargitehost are
associatedwith higher Sb contents,we analyzedfaults in
two ways. (l) We looked for crystals in which defects
occur in swarms next to defect-free areas;both defective
*
and structurally perfect areas were analyzed. (2) Some
a
Sb-bearing enargite crystals contain several-layer-thick
ccp sequences;we analyzed such faults using the small
(2 nm) electron beam producedby the field-emissiongun
til.
of the CM200 microscope.
Frcunl 7. SAED patterns obtained from crystals within a
Both methodsrevealedthat the compositionsof defects
few micrometersof one another.(a) strongly disorderedenargite;
and their surroundingsare identical within analytical error
(b) strongly disorderedluzonite; (c) luzonite slightly disordered
(about +3 molTo CurSbSo).An enargite crystal that conalong two directions; (d) ordered luzonite.
tains a l3-layer luzonitelamella (Fig. 11) was alignedso
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FrcunnS. Low-magnification
image of disorderedluzonite crystals, viewed down [10]. The roman numerals mark five crystals
that are related by integral multiples of 72" rotations around their
common [10] zone axis, and the
letters mark areas that have different degrees of disorder (see
text). The SAED pattem was obtained from the entire area in the
lmage.

that the electron beam was parallel to the plane of the
fault. Three series of EDS spectra were collected across
the fault; the size of the electron beam that was used in
one of these series is shown by the white spots that are
drawn at the positions where the analyseswere done. The
ratios of net X-ray counts within the Sb L-peak and the
As K-peak vary slightly (between0.10 and 0.19),but the
yariation is independent of the structural defect and remains within the analytical error, which in this case is
estimated to be about +0.08. We obtained the same results in the other two seriesof analyses.

reflect the variations of bulk fluid compositions durins
crystal growth.
Average structures and compositions

Individual structural defects in enargite and luzonite do
not chemically differ from their host structures.Disordered areas or crystals with sizes larger than about 0.1
pm can be adequatelycharacterizedby a specific average
structure and composition. Because the formation of
atomic-scalestructural featuresis not controlled by composition, it is meaninglessto break down compositional
data on the nanometer scale. Most compositional variaDrscussroN
tions in enargite and luzonite could be observed at the
Our results suggestthat coexisting enargite, luzonite, resolution that is available with a scanning electron miand famatinite are non-equilibrium assemblagesthat are croscope(-1 pm). However, the true structuralcomplexmetastablypreserved,and thus the variations of ore-form- ity can only be seenwith HRTEM, and the averagestrucing conditions may have been recorded in their micro- tures are best studied using SAED.
structuresand compositions. The wide variety of microThe compositions and average structuresof about 35
structures is in itself evidence for the persistence of enargite, luzonite, and famatinite crystals (or parts of
metastable structures. Unlike other Cu sulfides (P6sfai crystals) are shown in Figure 12. In this "structure-comand Buseck 1994), enargiteand luzonite are stablein the position" diagram the vertical axis tying luzonite and enelectron beam and do not seem to change during sample argite representsstructure and the horizontal axis reprepreparation; ion-milled TEM specimens remained un- sentscomposition. For example,a disorderedcrystal with
changedover a period of three years. The sharpchemical 20Vo hcp and 80Vo ccp layers in its structure and with
boundaries,as observed in zoned luzonite, indicate that composition Cu.AsouSbooSo
would plot at point A. The
there is no exchangeof Sb and As acrossthe interfaces; hcp Cu,SbSophase in the upper right corner of the diahence, we assume that no compositional changes oc- gram is hypothetical; it is included here so that compocurred after the crystals formed and chemical interfaces sitions outside the enarsite-famatinite-luzonitetrianele
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FrcunB L0. HRTEM imagesof individualdefectsin a luzoniteandb enargite.The defectsaremarkedby white linesin
a and by the black arrowin b. I and II in a refer to two twin
of closeA, B, andC denotethestackingsequences
orientations.
to S
packedS layers;the white spotsin the imagescorrespond
atompositions.(The white and black spotsin a and b appear
differentbecausethe two crystalsdo not havethe samethickness.)The structuremodelson the right showthe stackingof
Cu. As. and Sb-filledtetrahedraat the scaleof the HRTEM
lmages.

could be plotted. Most average structures in Figure 12
were determined on the basis of HRTEM images, by
counting hcp and ccp layers over areas containing hundreds of close-packedlayers. For a few crystals the average structures were estimated (with an error of about
+5Vo) on the basis of the diffuse scatteringin their SAED
patterns;the diagram contains data points obtained from
113 analyses.
Severalobservationscan be made by inspection ofFigure 12. The central portion of the luzonite-enargite-famatinite triangle is empty, indicating that none of the Sbcontaining crystals are strongly disordered.Compositions
continuously rangebetween0 and 667oCu,SbS*in almost
pure ccp crystals and hcp/ccp ratios continuously range
and luzonite. Defect-free, strucFrcuno 9. Intergrowth of ordered luzonite (above the white between Sb-free enargite
can contain as much Sb as
enargite
hcp
l}OVo
turally
inset
shows
and
heavily
disordered
enargite/luzonite
The
arrow)
the same area at lower magnification, with the contamination slightly defective enargite.The most common types seem
to be enargite crystals with 1 to 4Vo ccp layers and lusnots of earlier EDS analvses.
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Frcunr 11. A l3Jayer luzonite lamella in Sb-bearingenargite.The circles mark the positions of EDS analyses;the corresponding
ratios of net X-ray counts for Sb and As are shown above them. The error bar is indicated in the upper right corner.

zonite crystals having about lVo hcp layers, regardlessof
their Sb contents.
The lack of an Sb-bearing,intermediate structure supports the existenceof a miscibility gap (Fig. 1) between
enargite and Sb-bearingluzonite-famatinite,as concluded
by Skinner(1960)and Sugakiet al. (1982).The most Sbrich enargite that coexists with luzonite-famatinite contains 11 molTo Cu,SbS.(Fig. 4). Enargite with Cu.SbS"
contents greater than llVo occurs only in intergrowths
with Mn-bearing tetrahedrite.
Effects of Sb fluctuations in the parent fluid
Enargite and famatinite are never in equilibrium with
each other, as illustrated by the intervening field of luhcp enargite
C u3 A s S 4

lrJ
e.

---,hcp

C u3S b S 4

60
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(J
d,

F
a,r't

ccp luzonite
Cu 3 A s S 4

20

COMPOSITION

Cu3SbS4

Frcunn 12. "Structure-composition" diagram showing l13
analysesobtained from 35 crystals. See text for explanation.

zonite (Fig. 1). We suggestthat intergrowths betweenhcp
and ccp structures (such as in Figs. 2, 3, and 4) form
when compositional changesforce a switch in the stacking sequencein which the close-packedlayers are deposited. If this is correct, then in the case of the intergrowth
shown in Figure 3, even the direction of crystal growth
can be deduced.If the crystallization of luzonite preceded
that of enargite in this crystal, then the structural change
at the boundary between luzonite and the transition zone
occurred without an apparent stimulus, since the transition zone has the same composition as luzonite. Alternatively, the growth of luzonite on preexisting enargite
can be explained by an initial increasein the Sb content
of the fluid (as reflected by the chemical boundary between enargite and the transition zone), forcing the structure to change to ccp (i.e., luzonite). The arrow shows
the presumed direction of growth. The transition zone
formed because the driving force of the structural change
could be relatively small, as reflected by the small chemical difference between enargite and luzonite. If the compositional changesare large (Fig. 2), then no transitional
structureforms and the direction of crystal growth cannot
be established.
The zoned luzonite crystals and the data that plot on
and slightly above the luzonite-famatinite axis in Figure
12 confirm the existence of a solid-solution series between luzonite and famatinite and also reflect the effects
of fluctuations in the bulk Sb content of the ore-forming
fluid. Both luzonite and enargite occur at the low-Sb end
of the diagram. The formation of either the hcp or the
ccp phase must be determined by temperature or compositional variations other than changesin the Sb/As ratio.
Deviations from stoichiometric S/Zn ratios were shown
to stabilize hcp wurtzite at temperatureswhere ccp sphal-
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erite should be stable (Scott and Barnes 1972). As discussedabove,small changesin the S/(Cu+As+Sb) ratios
in enargite and luzonite are undetectablewith the methods we used and so remain untestedin our samples.Howeve! microprobe analyses by Springer (1969) show a
small and equal S excess over the stoichiometric value
for luzonite and enargite; therefore, we think that variations in the S/(Cu+As+Sb) ratio are not important in the
formation of either luzonite or enargite; instead, at low
Sb contents the temperature presumably determines
whether ccp or hcp crystals form.
Effects of thermal fluctuations
Crystals with averagestructuresthat plot along the line
between enargite and luzonite in Figure 12 may be the
results of thermal fluctuations.A large variety in the density and distribution of faults is shown in Figure 8; in
some crystals faults and twinning along one set of closepacked (112)-type planes occur, whereas other grains
contain intersecting faults and twins along two or three
setsof cubic-close-packedplanes.The common zone-axrs
orientation of the crystals could indicate that this assemblage formed by a solid-statetransformationfrom a structure with higher symmetry; tennantitecould be a possible
parent phase.If the luzonite formed from tennantite,then
the (112),,,type planes in the five crystals should correspond to the (11l),..-type planes; however, there are five
sets of (112),",-typeplanesin Figure 8 (as discussedin
the Results section), whereas the maximum number of
(111),.,-type planes is only four. Similar heavily disordered structureswere reported by Akizuki (1981) in ZnS
that was heatedto near the sphalerite-rwurtzite transition
temperature. From the information provided by Figures
7, 8, and 9, the most plausible explanation for the formation of heavily disordered,Sb-free enargiteand luzonite is that such crystals formed near the transition temperaturebetween luzonite and enargite.Their defects are
probably growth features,and the common zone-axisorientations(as in Fig. 8) originate from the preferential nucleationof crystalson preexisting(1l2)-type planes.
The relative abundanceof slightly faulted enargite and
luzonite crystals (with 1 to 4Voof their close-packedlayers faulted in a random distribution) may indicate that the
formation of a small number of defects is thermodynamically favored. Several theories have been proposed to
explain certain degrees of stacking disorder in closepacked crystals; for a review, see Baronnet (1992).
A picture of temperature and Sb-content fluctuations
emergesfrom Figure 12 and the above discussion.If our
interpretation is correct that the enargite/famatiniteinterfaces and luzonite-famatinite zone boundaries are preserved just as formed, then they reflect bulk Sb-content
variations in the ore-forming fluid. According to fluidinclusion studies by Gatter (1991) on gangue minerals
associatedwith the Recsk enargite,the temperaturevaried
between about 300 'C and less than 150 'C. Our results
in this study are consistent with the fluid-inclusion data
and Figure 1. Intergrowths of Sb-rich enargite and tetra-
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hedrite representthe highest temperatureassemblages;in
general,the occurrenceof enargiteindicatestemperatwes
greater than about 280'C (the transition point between
luzonite and enargite), whereasSb-free, ordered luzonite
formed below 280 'C. The heavily disordered, Sb-free
enargite[vzonite crystals could be useful as geological
thermometers for they probably indicate temperatures
near 280 'C.
The formation of a single defect is not individually
controlled by composition or temperature;however, the
combined effects of the actual temperatureand fluid composition determine whether the structure of a crystal (or
part of a crystal) will be ccp, hcp, or strongly disordered.
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